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0. Throughout this paper we assume that every ring has a unit element.

A module is called injective if it is a direct summand of every extension module.

A ring is said to be left self injective if it is injective as the left module over itself.

The main results we shall show in the present paper are the following :

Let S be a left self injective ring. Then S / N(S) is also left self injective, where

N(S) denotes the Jacobson radical of S. Any system of orthogonal idempotents

of SI N(S) can be lifted to a system of orthogonal idempotents of S.

This theorem about orthogonal idempotents can be proved under a somewhat

weaker assumption than the left self injectivity of S. In fact, it is enough to suppose

that S is a ring satisfying the following two conditions:

0.1. Condition. For any left ideal A there is an idempotent e such that Se is an

essential extension of A.

0.2. Condition. If Sf, f=f2, isisomorphic to a left ideal B, then B also is

generated by an idempotent.

We call a ring S which satisfies the above two conditions left continuous.

Then, if S is left continuous, S / N(S) is a (von Neumann) regular ring which

is left continuous in the sense that the lattice of principal left ideals of S is upper

continuous.

We shall also show some sufficient conditions for a left continuous ring to be

left self injective.

1. Conditions 1.3, 1.4.

1.1. Lemma. Let S be a ring with Condition 0.2, and A a left ideal. Let e and

f be idempotents such that Se C\S(l — f)=0. If Se is an essential extension of A,

then Sef is generated by an idempotent, and is an essential extension of Af.

Proof. Since Se n S(l — /) = 0, the right multiplication of / gives an isomor-

phism of Se onto Sef. Hence Sef is an essential extension of Af. By Condition 0.2

Sef is   generated   by   an   idempotent.

1.2. Theorem.    Any left continuous ring satisfies the following two conditions:

1.3. Condition. For any idempotent e, and for any left ideal A contained

in Se, there exists an idempotent fe Se such that Sfis an essential extension of A.
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1.4. Condition. If Sg nSh = Ofor idempotents g and h, Sg+ Sh is generated

by an idempotent.

Proof. By Condition 0.1, A has an essential extension Sp, p = p2. Since

A <= Se, A nS(l - e) = 0, and hence Sp n S(l -e) = 0. By Lemma 1.1, it

follows that Spe is generated by an idempotent /, and is an essential extension

of A ( = Ae).

Next, let Sg n SZi = 0, g = g2 and h = h2. Then S(l — g) contains an isomorphic

image B of SZi. Condition 0.2 assures that B is generated by an idempotent q.

Thus, Sg + B is generated by the idempotent g + q — gq, whence Sg + Sh also

is generated by an idempotent since it is isomorphic to Sg + B, completing the

proof.

Proofs of the following two lemmas are straightforward, and will be omitted.

1.5. Lemma. Let v be a homomorphism of a ring S into a ring T, and suppose

that the kernel of v contains no nonzero idempotent. Let e and f be idempotents

of S. If Sec Sf and v(Se) =v(Sf), then Se = Sf.

1.6. Lemma. Let S be a ring, and e an idempotent. Then Se = Sf and f = f2

if and only if f= e + (1 — e)xe for some xeS.

The following is a direct consequence of the above known Lemma 1.6.

1.7. Lemma. Let v be a homomorphism of a ring S onto a ring T. Let e and

v(x) be idempotents of S and T respectively. Ifv(Se) = Tv(x), there is an idem-

potent f of S such that Se = Sf and v(f) = v(x).

Proof.    Since Ti;(e) = Tv(x),

v(x) =v(e) + (v(l) — v(e))v(y)v(e)   for some y.

Set/= e + (1 - e)ye. Then Se = Sff = f2, and evidently v(f) = v(x), as desired.

2. Under Condition 1.3. If a module Mis an essential extension of a submodule

N, we say that M is essential over N, and that N is essential in M. Let w be a

homomorphism of a module Mx into a module M2. If N is essential in M2, then

w~x(N) is essential in Mx. (See [4].) A left ideal of a ring S is called essential if it

is essential in S as a left S-module.

We denote the left annihilator of a subset A of a ring by 1(A). Similarly, r(A)

is the right annihilator of A. Following R. E. Johnson we call an element x left

singular if Z(x) is an essential left ideal. The set of left singular elements of a ring S

forms an ideal of S, which is called the left singular ideal of S. Notation: Z(S).

As is easily seen, Z(S) contains no nonzero idempotents. The right singular ideal

is defined in the obvious way. (See [4].)

2.1. Lemma. Let S be a ring satisfying Condition 1.3, and e an idempotent.

Let A be a left ideal contained in Se. Then Se is essential over A if and only if for

any xeSe there exists an essential left ideal X such that Xx <=■ A.
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Proof. The right multiplication of x gives a homomorphism of S into Se.

If A is essential in Se, the inverse image X of A is essential in S. Since Xx c A,

this proves the only if part. If part: By Condition 1.3, Se contains an idempotent

/such that Sf is essential over A. Let Se = S/ ® B, B being a left ideal. Then B is

generated by an idempotent g. By assumption Gg <zz A for some essential left

ideal G. Gg c ,4 OSg <= S/OB = 0. Hence geZ(S), and g = 0. Therefore

Se = Sf, and hence Se is essential over A, as desired.

This lemma has the following consequence.

2.2. Lemma. Let S be a ring with Condition 1.3. Let A be an essential

left ideal, and e an idempotent. Then Se is an essential extension of Ae.

Proof. Let xeS. The right multiplication of x is an endomorphism of the

left S-module S. Since A is essential, the inverse image B of A is also essential.

Bx <zz A, and hence B(xe) c Ae. Thus, Se is essential over Ae by Lemma 2.1, as

desired.

We denote by À the image of a subset A of a ring S under the canonical mapping

of S onto S\Z(S).

2.3. Lemma. Let S be a ring with Condition 1.3, and let e and f be idem-

potents. Then Sëczz Sf if and only if Se is essential over Se n Sf.

Proof. SêczSfif and only if êf=ë. By the definition of Z(S), ëf=è if and

only if A(ef— e) = 0 for some essential left ideal A. Also A(ef— e)=0 if and only if

Ae<zzSf. Suppose first that Ae <zz Sf. Then Aecz Se PiS/crSe. Since Se is essential

over Ae by Lemma 2.2, Se is an essential extension of Se n S/. Conversely, if

Se n S/ is essential in Se, there is an essential left ideal A such that Ae c Se n S/

by Lemma 2.1. Thus yle c S/ as desired.

3. Under Conditions 1.3, 1.4. As is easily verified Condition 1.4 is equivalent

to the following: If Se n S/= 0, e = e2 and/=/2, there is an idempotent g such

that Se = Sg and S/e S(l - g).

3.1. Lemma. Lei S be a ring with Conditions 1.3 and 1.4. Lei e èe an idem-

potent, and x an element such that x = x2. If xë = x, there exists an idempotent f

such that fe =f and /= x.

Proof. Since the intersection of two essential left ideals is again essential, we

can find an essential left ideal A with the properties that Aixe — x) = 0 and

,4(x — x2) = 0. Hence Ax <= Se and Ax n .4(1 — x) = 0. By Condition 1.3 there are

idempotents/ and g such that (i) Ax <zz Sf ezz Se and .4(1 - x) <= Sg, (ii) Sf and Sg

are essential over Ax and ,4(1 - x) respectively. Then SfnSg = 0. By Condition

1.4 we may suppose that Sg <= S(l —/). Since Ax <= Sf, A(xf— x) = 0. On the

other hand, since Ail — x) cz Sg<zzS(l -/), we have A(f— xf) = 0. Therefore

MS— x)= 0, and /= x, as desired.
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Since we have assumed that S has a unit element, the following ¡s a direct

consequence of Lemma 3.1.

3.2. Corollary. Let S be a ring with Conditions 1.3,1.4. If x =x2, x = ê for

some idempotent e of S.

The following is slightly different from Lemma 3.1.

3.3. Lemma. Let S be a ring satisfying Conditions 1.3 and 1.4. Let e and f

be idempotents such that èf= ê. Then there is an idempotent g with the properties

that gf=g and S = Sg® S(l - e).

Proof. Since ëf=ë, Ae cz Sf fox some essential left ideal A. By Condition 1.3,

Sf contains an idempotent g such that Sg is essential over Ae. Since

Ae OS(l — e) = 0, we have SgOS(l—e) = 0. Now Ae is essential in Se by

Lemma 2.2, and hence Ae®S(l-e) is essential (in Se ®S(l—e) = S). Thus

Sg ® S(l - e) is also essential. However, it is a direct summand of S by Condition

1.4. It follows therefore that S = Sg® S(l -e). Moreover gf = g since Sg c Sf

as desired.

3.4. Lemma. Let S be a ring with Condition 1.3, and suppose that SI Z(S)

satisfies Condition 1.4. Let e and f be idempotents of S. // SeC\Sf=0, then

SeOS/=0.

Proof. By Condition 1.4 for S IZ(S) there is an idempotent x of S such that

Se = Sx and S fez S(î — x). By Lemma 1.7 we can find an idempotent g of S such

that Se = Sg and g = x. Since fx = Ö, fg = Ö, and so Afg = 0 for some essential

left ideal A. Hence AfC\Sg = 0, and AfC\Se = 0. Af is essential in Sf by Lemma

2.2. Therefore Se n S/ = 0, as desired.

We need the following in the proof of Lemma 3.6.

3.5. Lemma. Let S be a ring with Conditions 1.3, 1.4, and suppose that

S/Z(S) fulfills Condition 1.4. Let e,f, g be idempotents ofS. If Se ® Sf= Sg and
Se + SfczSg, then Se®Sf=Sg.

Proof. Se n S/= 0 by Lemma 3.4. Hence Se ® Sf= Sh, h =«2 by Condition

1.4. Then Sh — Sg and Sh cz Sg. By Lemma 1.5, Sñ = Sg, as desired.

3.6. Lemma. Let S be a ring satisfying Conditions 1.3 and 1.4. Suppose

that S¡Z(S) satisfies Condition 1.4. Let e and f be idempotents such that ëf—fë.

Then there is an idempotent g with the properties that g =f and eg = ge.

Proof. Since ëf ( = ëx), ë(T -f) ( = ë2), (l-ê)f ( = ë3) and (ï-ê) (T-/)
( = ëA) axe orthogonal idempotents, by Lemma 3.1 we may suppose that each e¡

is an idempotent such that ex, e2eSe, e3, e4eS(l — e). Then Se = Sex®Se2

and S(l — e) = Se3 ® Se4 by Lemma 3.5. Let e = xxex + x2e2 and 1 — e = x3e3
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+ x4e4, and set xiei=fi for i = 1,2,3,4. Then (/¡) is a system of orthogonal

idempotents. Set g =/. +/3. Evidently g — g2 and eg = ge. Now Sg = S/, + S/3

= Se y + Së3 = Sf and similarly S(ï — g) = S(T —/). Therefore g =/, as desired.

4. Left continuous rings. Recall the definition of left continuous rings:

A ring S is left continuous if it satisfies Conditions 0.1 and 0.2.

Thus, in this case S is a ring with Conditions 1.3 and 1.4 by Theorem 1.2. That

S/Z(S) also satisfies Condition 1.4 is a consequence of the following. We denote

the Jacobson radical of a ring S by N(S).

4.1. Lemma. If S is a left continuous ring, ZiS) = N(S), and S/N(S) is

regular iin the sense of von Neumann).

Proof. First we shall show that ZiS) c N(S). Let x e ZiS). Then Ax = 0 for

some essential left ideal A. Hence /(l + x) n A = 0, and /(l + x) = 0. This implies

that the right multiplication of 1 + x is a monomorphism of S into itself. Since

S(l + x) is generated by an idempotent by Condition 0.2, the inverse mapping of

the monomorphism is given by the right multiplication of an element 1 + y.

Then (1 + x) (1+ v)= 1, that is, x is right quasi-regular. Thus, every element of

the ideal Z(S) is right quasi-regular, and hence is quasi-regular, which shows that

ZiS) <= NiS).

Next, we shall prove that S / ZiS) is regular. Let zeS, and let B be a maximal

left ideal disjoint to /(z). Then it is easy to see that B © l(z) is essential. By Condition

0.1, B has an essential extension which is generated by an idempotent. Hence B

itself is generated by an idempotent because of the maximality of B. Since the

right multiplication of z gives an isomorphism of B onto Bz, Bz also is generated by

an idempotent in view of Condition 0.2. Thus the inverse mapping of Bz onto B is

given by the right multiplication of an element t. Then (B® l(z))(z — ztz) = 0,

and so z — ztz eZ(S), which means that S ¡Z(S) is a regular ring.

Since every regular ring is semisimple, it follows by the above argument that

Z(S) = N(S), completing the proof.

4.2. Corollary. A left continuous ring is regular if (and only if) it is semi-

simple.

A right continuous ring is defined in the obvious way. A ring which is both

left and right continuous is called continuous. The right-left symmetry of Lemma

4.1 assures that the right singular ideal of a right continuous ring coincides with

the Jacobson radical. Thus we obtain the following.

4.3. Corollary. The left singular ideal of a continuous ring coincides with

the right singular ideal.

4.4. Lemma. Let S be a left continuous ring, and let (et) be a set of idempo-

tents of S. If the sum of Sët is direct, so is the sum of Set.
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Proof. It is enough to show the lemma in the case (e,) is finite. Suppose that

we have seen that Z¡"=í Se, is direct. Then Z "=/ Se, = Sff=f2 by Condition

1.4. Sfr\Sen = 0 by assumption. Thus S/nSe„ = 0 by Lemma 3.4 since S

satisfies Condition 1.4 by Lemma 4.1. Therefore Jl"=xSe, is direct, which comp-

letes the proof by induction.

4.5. Lemma. Let S be a left continuous ring. Let (e,) be a set of idempotents

of S such that the sum of Sé, is direct. If Se, e = e2, is essential over Z Se„ then

Se is essential over   Z Se,.

Proof. Let x be an idempotent of S such that Sx <= Sé and Sx O Z Se, = 0.

By Lemma 3.1 we may suppose that x is an idempotent in Se. In view of Lemma 4.4

the sum Sx + Z Se, is direct. Since Se is essential over Z Se„ x = 0, and so

x = 0. It follows from this that Se is an essential extension of Z Së„ since S is

regular by Lemma 4.1. This completes the proof.

In [7] we called a regular ring left continuous if the lattice of principal left

ideals was upper continuous. By [8, Theorem 2] a regular ring S is left continuous

in this sense if and only if it satisfies Condition 0.1. Thus, the definition of left

continuity in this paper is consistent with the definition in [7].

4.6. Theorem.   If S is left continuous, then S / N(S) is left continuous regular.

Proof. S¡N(S) ( = S) is regular by Lemma 4.1. Let A be a left ideal of S.

We shall show the existence of an idempotent ê of S such that Se is essential over A.

By Zorn's lemma we can find a direct sum Z Sx, of principal left ideals such that A is

an essential extension of Z Sx,. Since Sis regular, we may suppose that each x, is an

idempotent of S. Furthermore we may assume that every x, is an idempotent by

Corollary 3.2. Let Se, e = e2, be an essential extension of Z Sx(. Then Se is

essential over Z Sx, by Lemma 4.5. Let x e A. Since A is essential over Z Sx,, Sx

is essential over SxH Z Sx,. Hence Sx is essential over Sx n Se too, and therefore

Sx = Sx d Se, whence Sx c Se. This implies that Z Sx, cz A c Se. Since we

have seen that Se is essential over Z Sx,, Se is essential over A, completing the

proof.

Next we shall show that a similar theorem (Theorem 4.8) holds for left self

injective rings too.

4.7. Theorem.   Any left self injective ring is left continuous.

This is evident by [1, Theorem 57.13].

4.8. Theorem.   // S is left self injective, so is S / N(S).

Proof. By [1, Theorem 57.14] it is enough to see that any left S-homomorphism

v of a left ideal A of S into S is given by the right multiplication of an element of S.

Since S is left continuous, as in the proof of Theorem 4.6 we can find a system (xt)
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of idempotents of S such that the direct sum Z Sx, is essential in A. The sum

Z Sx, is also direct by Lemma 4.4. For each t the restriction of v on Sx, is given

by the right multiplication of an element y,. The right multiplication of y, gives

a homomorphism of Sx, into S. Combining these homomorphisms for all t, we

obtain a homomorphism of Z Sx, into S, which is given by the right multiplication

of an element y since S is left self injective. Then x,y, = xty, and so

v(x,) = x,y, = x,y for each t. Denote by w the difference of v and the right

multiplication of y on A. Since A is essential over Z Sx., it is easy to see, by Lemma

2.1, that for any â e A there is an essential left ideal P of S such that Pâ cr Z Sx,.

Now w( Z Sx,) = 0. Hence Pw(â) c w( Z Sx,) = 0, and therefore w(A) c Z(S).

Thus w(y4) does not contain any nonzero idempotent, which means that w(A) — 0

since S is regular. This implies that v is a restriction of the right multiplication

of y, completing the proof.

In the following we shall use the fact that in a regular ring a left ideal has at

most one principal essential extension.

4.9. Theorem. Let S be a left continuous ring, and e an idempotent. Let

(êt) be a system of orthogonal idempotents of S/ N(S), and suppose that Se is

essential over L, Se,. Then there is a system (/,) of orthogonal idempotents of S

such that êt =f\for every t, and that Se is an essential extension of Z Sft.

Proof. By Lemma 3.1 we may assume that each e, is an idempotent of S

contained in Se. Let Sp, p = p2, be an essential extension of Z Se, such that

Sp <zz Se. By Lemma 4.5, Sp is essential over Z Se,. Since S is regular, it follows

that Sp = Se. Hence Sp = Se by Lemma 1.5. Thus Se is essential over Z Se,.

By Condition 1.3, Se contains an idempotent g, for each t such that Z„5t,Se„ is

essential in Sgt. Sgt is essential over Z „ ,ttSi?„ by Lemma 4.5. By the regularity

of S, then Se = Se, © Sg,. Since Se => Se, + Sg„ Se = Se, © Sg, by Lemma 3.5.

Now Z „ * ,Se„ c S(î - ë,), and so Sg, z> S(ï - ët). Let S(ï - ë,) = Sg, © Sh„

ht = h2. We may suppose that h, = h2. Since S = Se,® S(ï - ë,) = Sët®Sg,®Sh,

= Se® Sh„ it follows that S = Se® Sh, by Lemma 3.5. Thus, S = Se,®Sg,®Sht,

whence we can find an idempotent/, such that Se, = Sf, and Sg, ® Sh, = S(i —/,).

Then Se, = Sf, and S(ï - ë,) = Sg, © Sh, = S(ï -/). Therefore ë, = fi. We have

already seen that Se is essential over Z Se„ and hence it is so over Z Sf,. If

t ¥> u,fjt e SfJt = SeJ, cz SgJ, <= S(l -/,)/, = 0. Thus (/,) is a system of orthogonal

idempotents, which completes the proof.

As a direct consequence of this we have

4.10. Corollary. Let S be a left continuous ring, and (ë,) a system of orthogonal

idempotents ofS/N(S). Then there exists a system (/,) of orthogonal idempotents

of S such that ë,= ft for every t.

Proof. Let Se be the essential extension of Z Se„ where ë = ë2. We may suppose

that e is an idempotent by Corollary 3.2. Thus the corollary follows by Theorem 4.9.
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4.11. Corollary. In Theorem 4.9 if we assume moreover that ëë, = ë,for

each t, then we can find a system (gt) of orthogonal idempotents of S such that Se

is essential over Z Sg„ and ê, = g, and eg, = gt for each t.

Proof. Set g( = eft, where /, is the idempotent in Theorem 4.9. Then Sg¡ = Sf,

and the corollary follows immediately from Theorem 4.9.

4.12. Corollary. Let S be a left continuous ring, and e an idempotent. Let

(e¡) be a finite system of orthogonal idempotents of S/ N(S) such that ë = Ze"¡.

Then we can choose a system (g¡) of orthogonal idempotents of S in such a way

that ëi = g¡ for every i and e = Z g¡-

Proof. Let (g,) be the system in Corollary 4.11, and set g = Zg¡. Since Se is

essential over Z Sg, = Sg, Se = Sg, and so eg = e. Since moreover eg = g by

Corollary 4.11, we have e = g, as desired.

5. Continuous rings.

5.1. Theorem.    Let S be a continuous ring. Then S satisfies the following.

5.2. Condition, xy = 1 implies yx = 1, that is, any one-sided inverse element

is two-sided.

This theorem is a consequence of the following.

5.3. Lemma. // a ring S fulfills Condition 0.1 and its right-left symmetry,

then S satisfies Condition 5.2.

Proof. Suppose that xy = Í and yx # 1 for some x,yeS. Then S contains a

system (e,/, i, j = 1, 2, ■••) of matrix units of countably infinite degree by a theorem

of Jacobson. (See [2].) Let Se, e = e2, be an essential extension of Z Seu. We may

suppose that ee¡7 = eu for every i, j taking ee¡ ; instead of et) if necessary. Let fS

be an essential extension of "Z J>x(exj + ejV)S, / being an idempotent.

First assume that e #/e. Then 0 j= (1 —f)eeSe, and hence there is x such that

0 # x(l -f)ee X"i = iSeu f"or some nnite «• Then x(l -f)een+x¡n+x = 0 by the

orthogonality of (e„). On the other hand, (1 -f)(eXJ + ej7) = 0 for each j > 1 by

the definition of /. Hence

x(l -/>i,„+i = x(l -/)(elin+1 +e„+1,„+1) - x(l -/)ee„+1>11+1 = 0.

Thus,  x(l-/)eln+1 = 0,  and  so  x(l-/)elf = 0 for every  i. In particular,

x(l — f)exl =0. For any j > 1 we have

x(l -f)ejj = x(l -f)(eXj + ejj) - x(l -f)eXj= 0.

Therefore x(l —f)eu = 0 for every i. Now denote by A the set of elements y in Se

such that ye a = 0 for every i. Then x(l — f)e e A. A is a left ideal contained in Se,
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and is disjoint to Z Seh. Since Se is essential over Z Seu, it follows that A = 0,

whence x(l — f)e = 0, a contradiction.

Next,    suppose    that    e  = fe.    Then    exx  =  eexx  = feexlefS.    Hence

0 # exxze Hj>x(eXj + ejj)S for some z. Let euz = 2Zj = 2(eXj + ejfjZj. Since the

sum Z euS is direct, we have exxz — lZf=2ex ¡Zj = 0 and e¡¡z¡ = 0 for; = 2, •••, m,

and therefore exxz =0, a contradiction. This completes the proof.

The following is almost obvious.

5.4. Lemma. Let S be a ring with Condition 5.2. Let e, f be idempotents

such that Se c Sf and Se ä Sf. Then Se = Sf.

Proof.    Set g = 1 -f + fe. Then g= g2, and Sg = Se® S(l -/) a S.  Hence

1 = xy and yx = g for some x,y. Thus g = 1, and Se = S/, as desired.

As is known the lattice of principal left ideals of a left continuous regular ring is

complete, and hence any annihilator left ideal is generated by an idempotent.

(See [7, Lemma 1].) If a principal left ideal of a regular ring is an ideal, then it

is generated by a central idempotent. (See [5, Lemma 2.6, II].)

We shall use the following in the proof of Theorem 5.6.

5.5. Lemma. Let S be a left continuous ring, and e,f idempotemts. Suppose

that Sg ^ Sh for any nonzero idempotents g and h such that g = ge and h = hf.

Then there exist idempotents p, q, s and t with the following properties:

(1) Sp©S(l-e) = S and Sq® S(l -f) = S; (2) ps = p and qt = q; (3) si

= ts = 0; (4) s and i are central in S.

Proof. Let x e ëSf. Then the right multiplication of x gives a homomorphism

v of Se into Sf. The kernel K of v is generated by an idempotent. Let

Se = K ® Sg, g = g2. We may suppose that g = g2 e Se. The image of v is also

generated by an idempotent n. We assume that h=h2eSf. Evidently Sg = Sh.

Since N(S) is the Jacobson radical of S, it follows that Sg a¡ Sh. Hence h = 0 by

assumption. Thus, v = 0, and x = Ö, whence ëSf= Ö.

Let Ss= l(r(ëS)) and iS = r(l(Sf)), s and i being idempotents. Then s, i are

central and orthogonal, proving (4). By Lemma 3.6 we may assume that s, t are

idempotents of S such that si = ts. Thus, st = (st)2 e N(S), and so st = 0, proving

(3). By Lemma 3.3, since Se er Ss, we can find an idempotent p such that ps = p

and S = Sp® S(l — e). Similarly we have an idempotent q such that qt = q and

S = Sq® S(l —/), proving (1) and (2). This completes the proof of the lemma.

5.6. Theorem. Let S be a left self injective ring satisfying Condition 5.2.

Then any isomorphism between two left ideals of S can be extended to an auto-

morphism of the left S-module S.

Proof. By Zorn's lemma there is a maximal isomorphism v between left

ideals A and B of S which contains the given isomorphism in the sense of graph.
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Let S(l — e), e = e2, and S(l —f),f=f2, be essential over A and B respectively.

Then by [1, Theorem 57.13] v can be extended to an isomorphism of S(l — e)

and S(l -/). Thus, A = S(l -e) and B = S(l -/) by the maximality of v. Se

and Sf do not contain any mutually isomorphic left ideals. Hence, by Lemma

5.5 we have idempotents p, q, s and t with the properties (1), (2), (3) and (4) in

Lemma 5.5. Ss n Sí = 0 by (3), and so SpnSt = 0 by (2). In view of (1) this

means that S(l — e) contains an isomorphic image of Sf. Since S(l —e) a¿ S(l —/),

S(l —/) also contains an isomorphic image S« of St. By Condition 0.2 we may

suppose that u = u2. Hence Si ~ Sü. Now Si is an ideal by (4). Thus, Si => Sü.

Since S satisfies Condition 5.2, so does S = S / N(S). Therefore Si = Sü by Lemma

5.4. By Lemma 2.3, St is an essential extension of St OS«. However, Sq cz St

by (2), and also Sq nSu cz Sq nS(l -/) = 0 by (1). Thus, Sq = 0, and so

S(l -/) = S by (1), whence S ~ S(l - e). By Lemma 5.4, S = S(l - e). Therefore

v is an automorphism of the left S-module S, completing the proof.

6. Join of orthogonal idempotents. Let (et) be a system of orthogonal

idempotents of a ring S. We call an idempotent e a join of (et) if Se and eS are

essential over   Z Se, and   Z e,S respectively.

6.1. Theorem. If an idempotent e is a join of a system of orthogonal idempo-

tents (e,) of a ring S, we have S(l — e) = Z((e,)) and (1 — e)S = r((e,)). e is the

only join of (e,).

Proof. Since e,S c eS for every t, l((e,)) => S(l - e). Now Z((e,)) n Z Set = 0,

and hence l((e,))C\Se = 0. Thus l((e,)) = S(l - e). Similarly r((e,)) = (l-e)S.

In case / is also a join of (e,), then S(l - e) = S(l -/) and (1 - e)S = (1 -f)S.

It follows from these that e =/, as desired.

6.2. Corollary. // (et) is a system of orthogonal central idempotents, and

if e is its join, then e also is central.

Proof. In this case l((e,)) = r((e,)), and hence S(l — e) = (1 — e)S by Theorem

6.1. This implies that 1 — e, and hence e also is central.

6.3. Theorem. Let S be a right self injective ring. Let e be the join of a

system (e,) of orthogonal idempotents. Then Se is isomorphic to the complete

direct sumD = { [x,e(] : x, e S} of Se, by the correspondence v: x (e Se)->[xe(] (e D).

Proof. It is evident that v is a homomorphism. If xet = 0 for every t,xe S(l — e)

by Theorem 6.1, and hence x € S(l — e) n Se = 0, which shows that v is a mono-

morphism. Let [x,et] e D. The left multiplication of xt gives a homomorphism of

e,S into S. Combining these homomorphisms for all t we obtain a homomorphism

of Z e,S into S, which is given by the left multiplication of an element x in view

of the right self injectivity of S. xee, = xe, = xte, for every t. Hence n(xe) = [x,e,],

and therefore v is an isomorphism, as desired.
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6.4. Theorem. Let S be a continuous ring, and (e,) a system of orthogonal

idempotents. Then there exists the join of (e).

Proof. (1) Suppose first that S is continuous regular. Then the lattice of

principal left ideals of S is complete, and the join (JSe, is essential over Z Se,.

As is easily seen (Z Se,) n(P|S(l-e,)) = 0, and hence (IJSe,) n(P)S(l-e,))

= 0. (Note that the meet O S(l — e,) is the set-theoretical intersection of S(l — e,)

since the lattice is complete. See [7, Lemma 1].) Similarly ([Je,S) n(p|(l —e,)S)

= 0. Taking the left annihilators of both sides of this relation, we have

(P)S(1 -e,)) + (\JSe,j = S. Therefore dJSe,)©(f]S(l -e,)) = S, whence there
exists an idempotent e such that Se=[JSe, and S(l — e) = P|S(1 — e,). It

follows from the last relation that eS = Me,S, where \^)e,S is essential over

Z e,S by assumption. Thus, e is the join of (e,), as desired.

(2) To see the theorem in the general case, let Se, e = e2, be essential over

Z Se„ and fS, f = f2, essential over Z e,S. Then Se and fS are essential over

Z Se, and Z ëtS respectively by Lemma 4.5. Let g be the join of (ë), which

exists by (1). Se = Sg and fS = gS by the regularity of S. Hence there are idempo-

tents r and s such that Se = Sr, r = g, and fS = sS, s = g by Lemma 1.7. Thus

f = s, and T — r = Î — s. S(l — s) is essential over S(l — s) n S(l — r) by Lemma

2.3, and so S(l — s) OSr = 0. By Lemma 1.1, Srs is generated by an idempotent,

and moreover Srs is essential over Z Se,s. Now Z Së,s = Z Sf?, since ë,s = ë,g

= ë,. Hence Srs is essential over Z Se, by Lemma 4.5. On the other hand, Ss is

also essential over Z Se, since Ss = Sg = Se and Se is essential over Z Se,.

Therefore Srs = Ss. Since we have seen that Srs is generated by an idempotent,

Srs = Ss by Lemma 1.5. Ss = Srs = S(r — r(l — 5)) cz Sr © S(l — s), and hence

S = Sr® S(l — s). There exists an idempotent p such that Sr = Sp and S(l — s)

= S(l — p). Then Se = Sr = Sp and fS = sS = pS, whence p is the join of (et),

completing the proof.

6.5. Theorem. Let S be a continuous ring, and e an idempotent. Let (ë,)

be a system of orthogonal idempotents of S/ N(S), and suppose that ë is the

join of (ë,). Then there is a system (/,) of orthogonal idempotents of S such that

ë,=f,for every t, and that e is the join of (e).

Proof. By Corollary 4.11 we can find a system (/,) of orthogonal idempotents

of S such that Se is essential over Z S/„ and/, = ë, and efi =/, for every t. Since

eS => Z/,S, there is an essential extension fS of Z/,S such that eS =>/S and

/ = /2 by Condition 1.3. fS is essential over HfiS (= Zê,S) by Lemma 4.5.

By assumption ëS is also essential over Z ë,S. Hence fS = ëS. Therefore/S = eS

by Lemma 1.5, whence e is the join of (/,), as desired.

7. Sufficient conditions. In this section we shall consider some sufficient

conditions for a left continuous ring to be left self injective.
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7.1. Theorem. Let S be a left continuous ring, and suppose that the unit

element 1 is a sum of orthogonal idempotents e¡, i = 1,2, •••,«, « being greater

than 1. If each S(l — e¡) contains an isomorphic image of Se¡, then S is left self

injective.

To see this we need the following two lemmas.

7.2. Lemma. Let S be a left continuous ring, and let Se, e = e2, be an

essential extension of a left ideal A. Let v be a homomorphism of A into S.

Suppose that SenS/=0 and v(A) cz Sf for an idempotent f. Then v can be

extended to a homomorphism of Se into Sf.

Proof. As Se ® Sf is generated by an idempotent, we may suppose that e,

/ are orthogonal. Set G = {a + v(a): ae A}. Then G <z S(e +/), and hence

S(e +/) contains an idempotent g such that Sg is essential over G by Condition

1.3. It is easy to see that G nS(l - e) = 0, whence Sg OS(l - e) = 0. Since

Ge = A, it follows by Lemma 1.1 that Sge is essential over A, and is generated

by an idempotent. Hence Se = Sge. Let e =xge, and set xgf = t. Then a + at

= ae + at = axge +axgf = axg e Sg for any aeA. On the other hand,

a + v(a) e G c Sg. Therefore at — v(a) e Sg n Sf c Sg n S(l — e) = 0, and hence

y is a restriction of the right multiplication of r. Since Set = Sexgf cz Sf, this

completes the proof.

In the next lemma we shall consider the following property of a submodule N

of a module M:

7.3. Property. Any homomorphism defined on a submodule of N, and having

the values in M can be extended to a homomorphism of JV into M.

7.4. Lemma. Let M be a module, and A/,, N2 be submodules of M such that

NxnN2 = 0. If both Nx and N2 have Property 7.3, so does Nx + N2.

Proof. Let K be a submodule of Nx ® N2, and o a homomorphism of K into

M. By assumption the restriction of v over K C\N2 can be extended to a homo-

morphism p of N2 into M. As v and p coincide on K O N2, there is a homomor-

phism q of (K + N2) n Nx into M given by q(k + n) = v(k) + p(n) for all

keK, neN2 with k + neNx. By assumption q can be extended to a homomor-

phism r of Nx into M. Denote by ex and e2 the projections of Nx ® N2 to Nx and

N2 respectively. Let xeK. Then x = ex(x) + e2(x), and hence ex(x)

= x— e2{x)eNx n(K + A/2). Thus, rex(x) = qex(x) = v(x) — pe2(x), and there-

fore v(x) = (rex + pe2)(x), where rex + pe2 is a homomorphism of NX®N2

into M, as desired.

Proof of Theorem 7.1. By virtue of Lemma 7.4 it is enough to show that

any homomorphism w of a left ideal A of S into S can be extended to a homomor-

phism of Se¡ into S if A cz Se¡. Let Se, e = e2, be an essential extension of A such
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that Se c Se„ and let e = e,e. Then S(l - e) c S(l — e), and hence S(l - e)

contains an isomorphic image of Se by assumption, which is generated by an

idempotent / by Condition 0.2. There are p, q such that pq = e, p = pf. The

mapping a-*w(a)(l — e) for ae A is a homomorphism of A into S(l — e), and

hence is extended to a homomorphism of Se into S(l — e) by Lemma 7.2. Thus

it is given by the right multiplication of an element x. Similarly the mapping

a -* w(a)p (a e A) is also obtained by the right multiplication of an element y.

Then a(x + yq) — w(a)(1 — e) + w(a)pq = w(a) for any aeA, as desired.

A ring S is said to be of order n if the unit element is the sum of orthogonal

idempotents e¡, i = 1, •••,«, such that Sej ~ Sekfor any j,k. (See [5, Chapter 3, II].)

7.5. Corollary. A ring of order n, n > 1, is left continuous (if and) only if it

is left self injective.

A ring is called strongly regular if for any element x there is an element y such

that x2y = x. A regular ring is strongly regular if and only if it contains no nonzero

nilpotent element, that is, it is of (nilpotency) index 1.

7.6. Theorem. Let S be a left continuous ring, and suppose that S/ N(S)

does not contain any nonzero ideal which is strongly regular as a ring. Then S

is left self injective.

To see this theorem we prepare the following.

7.7. Lemma. Let S be a left self injective regular ring with no nonzero

strongly regular ideal. Then there is a system of orthogonal idempotents ex,e2,e3

such that (1) 1 = ex + e2 + e3, (2) Sexz^Se2, and (3) Set®Se2 contains an

isomorphic image of Se3.

Proof. By [7, Lemma 4] S = Sex® Se2® Se3, where e¡'s are orthogonal

idempotents such that Set a¡ Se2, and that Se3 does not contain any direct sum

of two nonzero mutually isomorphic left ideals. If Sex ® Se2 contains no isomor-

phic image of Se3, then Se3 contains a nonzero central idempotent z by [7, Lemma

3]. Sz does not contain any direct sum of two mutually isomorphic nonzero left

ideals. Hence Sz contains no nonzero nilpotent element by [7, (SI)]. Thus Sz is

strongly regular, contradicting the assumption. Therefore Sex ® Se2 contains

an isomorphic image of Se3, as desired.

7.8. Lemma. Let S be a left continuous ring, and suppose that S/N(S)

satisfies the assumption of Theorem 7.1. Then S itself also satisfies the assumption.

Proof. 1= Z"=1e¡, where e¡'s are orthogonal idempotents, and n>l. By

assumption each S(I — ë) contains an isomorphic image Sf of Se¡. Since S is

regular by Lemma 4.1 we may suppose that/- is an idempotent for each i. By

Corollary 4.12  we may assume that  e¡'s  are  orthogonal idempotents with
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1 = Z"=ie¿. Moreover, by Lemma 3.1 we may assume also that each /, is an

idempotent contained in S(l — e¡). Since N(S) is the Jacobson radical of S, the

assumption Se¡ a¡ Sf implies Se¡ ~ Sf, completing the proof.

Proof of Theorem 7.6. S / N{S) is left continuous by Theorem 4.6. Hence

S/A/(S) is left self injective by [7, Corollary to Theorem 3]. Thus, S / N(S) satisfies

the assumption of Theorem 7.1 by Lemma 7.7, whence S also satisfies the assum-

ption by Lemma 7.8. Therefore S is left self injective by Theorem 7.1.

7.9. Theorem. A (left or right) primitive ring S is left self injective if {and

only if) it is left continuous.

Proof. S is then semisimple, and hence is regular by Corollary 4.2. If S is

strongly regular, it is a division ring since every idempotent of a strongly regular

ring is central. If S is not strongly regular S does not contain any nonzero strongly

regular ideals by [7, Corollary to Theorem 4]. Thus, it is left self injective by

Theorem 7.6. This completes the proof.

As is known a ring with minimum conditions for left ideals and for right ideals

is left self injective if and only if it is right self injective. In this case the ring is

called a quasi-Frobenius ring. (See [1, Theorem 58.6].)

7.10. Theorem. A ring S with minimum conditions for left and right ideals

is quasi-Frobenius if {and only if) it is continuous.

Proof. If A is a minimal left ideal of S, then ,4S = Z x s sAx is a sum of minimal

left ideals isomorphic to A. This fact shows that every minimal ideal of S is con-

tained in the left socle P, and also that any homogeneous componentl of P is an

ideal.

Denote by Tthe sum of minimal ideals, that is, the socle of the (S, S)-module S.

Then P => Tas we have seen. We shall show that P =T. Let B be a nonzero ideal

contained in a homogeneous component H of P, and Ax a minimal left ideal

contained in B. Let H = Ax® ■•■ ® Ak, each A¡ being a minimal left ideal. By

Condition 0.1, A¡ has an essential extension Sehe¡= e2. Sex OSe7=0 for every

/> 1. Now Ax is isomorphic to A¡, and the isomorphism can be extended to a

homomorphism of Sex into Se¡ by Lemma 7.2, and hence is given by the right

multiplication of an element of S. Thus, A¡ c A, S <= B for any ; > 1, whence

B = H. This shows that each homogeneous component H of P is a minimal ideal.

Therefore Tzo P, and T= P. Similarly we can show that the right socle Q of S

also coincides with T. Thus, we have P = Q.

Let e be a primitive idempotent. Then by Condition 1.3, Se is essential over

every nonzero left ideal contained in it. Hence Se n P is a minimal left ideal.

Since Qe = Pe = P OSe, Qe is minimal. Right-left symmetrically eP is a minimal

right ideal. Thus S satisfies (ii) of [1, Theorem 58.6] by [1, Lemma 58.3]. Therefore

S is quasi-Frobenius, completing the proof.
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7.11. Remark. There is a left continuous ring which is not left self injective.

See [7, Example 3]. The ring may be commutative, regular, and may have a

minimal ideal.

8. Total matrix rings. Let S be a ring, and denote the total matrix ring of

degree n over S by S„. Let (ei;) be a system of matrix units: S„ = Z Se;/. The

following two properties are well known:

8.1. S„ is the endomorphism ring of the left module exlSn over exxSnexx in the

natural way.

8.2. The lattice L of submodules of the left e.^e^-module euSn and the

lattice M of left ideals of S„ are isomorphic under the following mutually reciprocal

mappings:

p: AieL) -» SHA (eM).

q: BieM)-> exxB (el).

We shall now show the following.

8.3. Theorem. A ring S is left self injective if and only if so is the total

matrix ring S„.

Proof. Suppose first that S is left self injective. Let B be a left ideal of S„: Be M.

By assumption euS„eu ( ~ S) is left self injective, and so is the e^S^^-module

enS. by [1, Theorem 57.3]. Hence e,,B (eL) has an essential extension G which

is a direct summand of the module elxS„. (See [1, Theorem 57.13, 57.9].) By 8.1

there is an idempotent e such that G = e.,S„e. Then Sne ( = p(G)) is essential

over B ( = pq(B) = p(exxB)) in view of 8.2. This proves that S„ satisfies Condition

0.1.

To see that S„ satisfies Condition 0.2 too, suppose that a left ideal C of S„ is

isomorphic to S„fif = f2. Then there is an element xe S„ such that S„/x = C and

l(x) nS„/= 0. Thus the right multiplication of x gives an isomorphism of exlS„f

onto e,,C. Since euS„/is a direct summand of the injective module enS„, it is

also injective, and hence euC too is injective. Therefore euC is a direct summand

of exxS„, whence exxC = eXyS„g for some idempotent geS„. It follows then that

C = pq(C) = p(eyyC) = p(eyyS„g) = S„g. This shows that S„ fulfills Condition 0.2.

Thus, S„ is left continuous. Since S„ is of order n, if n > 1, S„ is left self injective

by Corollary 7.5.

Suppose next that S,, is left self injective, and we shall show that S is left self

injective. Let D be a left ideal of e11S„e11, and v an enS^n-homomorphism of

D into eyyS„eyy. Consider the correspondence

w : Z x¡d, -* Z x¡v(d)    for x, e S„, d¡ e D.

If    Zx¡df =  0,   Ze^-x^nd.   =   e^Zxjd,  =  0    for    every   j,    and    so

0=v(T¡eyjXteyydt) =   2Zeyjxieyyv(d) =  eyj2Zx¡v(di), whence ejjlLxiv(d) = 0
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for every j. Thus, Z x¡v(d¿) =0, which implies that w is a homomorphism. Since

S„ is left self injective, w is given by the right multiplication of an element y e S„.

It follows then that the right multiplication of exxyexx is an extension off, proving

the left self injectivity of exxS„exx ( ä S). This completes the proof.

8.4. Corollary.  Let S be a ring. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) S is left self injective.

(2) The total matrix ring S„ of degree n is left continuous for some n > 1.

(3) S„ is left continuous for every n.

Proof. (1) implies (3) by Theorems 8.3 and 4.7. If we assume (2), S„ for the

n is left self injective by Corollary 7.5, and hence S itself is also left self injective

by Theorem 8.3.
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